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Destination was born in Vineland, NJ. At the tender age of sixteen, his life was changed with the birth of his little girl. Around his
eighteenth birthday, he then realized what his true calling in this world was. The street life had begun to consume him and he would have
face-to-face encounters with death. During these constant battles he faced, he grew to know and love Christ.

As he began to understand what life really was he was able to tap into special gifts that he never knew possible. Some gifts
were rap, barbering, and playing the guitar. As he continued to grow, his gifts of rap he met a Philly Christian label by the
name Holy Union Ent. There, he was a part of a Christian rap group by the name of Sonz of Light. The Christian rap group
would spend the next year doing innumerable shows at numerous churches and church events. During this time,
Destination would face the most challenging time in his life thus far. The group would separate and he began to spiral
downhill facing all the same problems that plagued him in his youth. Never forgetting what Christ had done for him he,
persevered and scuffled daily with his faults. Then, one day while cutting hair, he came across Delvin Shapiro of UGMG
Management. he looked over and was given an indicator from above that this man would be his manager. This is when
Destination came to realize that God was designing a group of people that would play a significant part in helping him
achieve the goals that have been set for him. Now back under the management of Christ and guidance of UGMG Mgmt.,
Destination is poised to be one of the largest names in gospel rap music. He hopes, with the grace of God, that his music
inspires those who otherwise would not hear the voice of the Lord.
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